
Weather Radar & Ufology

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the general principles of radar and is aware that air 
traffic surveillance data can be obtained from the FAA via FOIA requests.

Weather radar data, from the Nexrad network, are freely available from NOAA via this link:
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/nexradinv/

Air traffic data provides 'situational awareness' of the air environment and potential radar 
confirmation of visual sightings. Weather data can provide information relating to large scale 
atmospheric conditions, but are unlikely to detect small objects (like jumbo jets).

The functional differences between the two systems are outlined in the diagrams below:

Weather radars operate in one of two modes:

1) Clear Air mode: A slower scan rate, but at a higher sensitivity.
2) Precipitation mode:  An increased scan rate, with additional angles of elevation sampled.
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Visualising the data

Unlike data from the FAA, Nexrad files are archived in a complex format that need to be converted 
before they can be read. See these sites for more details and links:

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/radar/radar-decoding-easy.html

http://www.narccap.ucar.edu/data/ascii-howto.html

The image below was generated during the conversion process implemented by NEXRADconv, a 
program developed for use with the RADARplot freeware application. NEXRADconv automates 
the complete conversion process (utilising toolsUI & ncdump).

The Nexrad data used is the lowest level product: Level II base data (reflectivity). Reflectivity can 
range from -32 dBZ to +95 dBZ, depending on scan mode.

While RADARplot was developed specifically as a tool to aid the analysis of air traffic radar data, 
the application can just about cope with the smaller volumes generated by clear air weather radar 
and combine the two together. Please see the following link for further details:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIn7MFf8EH4

For related information on the use of weather radar to detect migrating birds, see this site:
http://virtual.clemson.edu/groups/birdrad/
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